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for my mother 

and uppity queers everywhere



L E V I T A T I O N S
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Introduction to an Introduction

How does one pre-figure what’s to come, a veritable 
sooth-sayer in flesh? A writing to preordain the future, 
a future that, indeed, exists now, here, among us? What 
of language, and who cares? Why give attention towards 
such a vaporous urge?

We’re born into language with the expectation we’ll use 
it “well.” We extend through language and thus either 
allow our bodies to be complicit in empire or purposefully 
antagonistic. A purpose that may exist without apparent 
value. The purpose that may just be: STFU.

There’s something intrinsically hideous about community. 
The coming-together of people through communal acts 
becomes uncontainable, with language acting as thin 
threads of spit or tar joining us, always tending towards 
some type of irrelevance and erasure. I am fascinated 
by such rubbing out, when the words we lean on—the 
linguistic surfaces our elbows dent—begin to give way. 
We hear this in rooms or on the street. We see this on 
the screen.
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And what of this screen, this interweb with its potential 
to sterilize as it proliferates? Have you felt the sting of a 
tweet that avoids accountability? Dis-embodied, such an 
extension invites a lack of recourse to backward flows. 
And yet, even alone, the screen insists upon thrusting your 
body into a communal virtuality. In these still-dawning 
internet years, we find ourselves bombarded with the way 
words can insidiously shift as suddenly the term we fought 
so hard to reclaim can be used by anyone: in metaphor.

Queer, to me, always begins under the skin, the quick 
beat of the heart as the one prohibited catches your 
eye. Queer, to me, is the feeling and effect of the fear 
of kissing the one you love due to potential, even 
subtle, acts of violence. Directed at you and your 
lovers’ bodies: IRL. Queer, to me, elicits a political 
imperative towards skewing, slanting, ruining, 
inventing, contorting, embellishing, anti-assimilating: 
autopoiesis! in! the! flesh!

I want a politics that extends from a body instead of 
the reverse.

And so: this book is an introduction. A preface for the 
work to come, whether in the form of a book, collage, or 
protest; whether known or kept private—no pictures on 
the internet. 

And what of the work to come? It may possibly exist off 
smartphones. Possibly in a field, around a hole dug for 
mourning.

So maybe community isn’t always hideous.

I was saved by the attention of a crowd that didn’t recoil 
at my entrance. The crowd was a city: refuse from the city, 
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these queers of the night. We choose the crowd, or it 
chooses us. If such a thing is possible, we might yet be 
saved. And so:

This writing is for queers—for those forced to emerge 
from one small box to another: stacked towards a 
towering, white wall of assumption.

This is writing for queers—for those building their own 
space to breathe when surrounded by insidious apathy.

This writing for queers is—for those who find refuge in 
the flesh of another: the vibratory voice of another, who 
grants you permission.

Because so many academics I talk to say “radical change” 
is a cute anachronism. So many adults I message say “get 
used to it.” So many books I read say “no future”—“no 
hope.”

But, if you look deep enough, a few except.

I hold in my chest and the soles of my feet these few 
that constellate such a trajectory. Keeping me from 
ennui I could choose if I wanted. Choose through least 
resistance. The misconduct of a 21st century white US 
citizen. My hope is to create a book that would join such 
a star chart, dim or far away, yet kept in orbit through the 
gravitational pull of “the next,” which may be now, but 
still next to; contiguous; proximate; adjacent.

This is an introduction to a life worth breathing. My 
dedication to a life worth keeping. This book is not just 
poetry, but a promise—to the future. My promise to you:



1 Descente

…at least two of us 
Loved a very little 
Without seeking 
To know if our two miseries 
In the lucid rush-together of automatons 
Could form one opulent wellbeing

—Mina Loy



two bodies in a room: a structure of 
organization. in speaking they break 
down what they mean, although they 
haven’t spoken yet.

when one body breathes the other body exhales, sentences 
gain attention when surrounded by soft threads. sentences were 
invented in breath. air patterns change. a shirt heaves, or else 
the hair, the skin. under the floorboards, the body is not a heart –

Under the 
floorboards, 
the body is 
not a heart
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I dreamt I was sitting in my mother’s lung. 

A wooden chair. 

No curtains. 

I wanted to see if the wild still existed. 

I wanted to know what it felt like to look from above, an 
overhead shot of how we used to lie close when a child. The 
bed became a triangle the way we pulled the sheets: ridges 
of cream, saffron, and red. 

Our legs were like sundials. 

Imagine a wine-colored Persian rug ripped along its edge, 
surrounded by walls. Dormers lit by fluorescent bulbs: 
hidden behind the frame. 

A room on a TV set, shot from above. Two figures on a bed. 

We liked it here, away from outside.

The smell of pine sap. 

Crushing sun.  

Look at the stillness in a family who naps. A fort of body 
parts, water glasses, books: splayed on the cloth. Sleeping 
mouths and the removal of institutional hustle. Academic 
push-around. Educational torment. 

This small body: blanked out. 
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In her lung, a row of chairs. This was not a funeral, 
although it resembled one. Set up furniture pre-event. 
An empty room in wait, but: 

My mother’s lung is not a room.

Not a room, there was room to move, no lights 
obstructing, no spotlights to evade. 

A form in the back. 

I wanted to stay here.

I wanted to keep this darkness, she limiting outside. She 
limiting bright bulbs. She couching against daily acts 
and roaming hoards. Small people fed anxiety. Contours 
amplified by their height. Looked at from above, hurled 
words dotted lines across the room. 

Impossible to survive here, the space of perforation. 

To go out and out. 

Pacing the walls, I could catch her perfume, a scent like 
a daze: alone, open windows, shaded by twisted dogwood 
and oak. 

The swamp not far off. 
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The swamp is a street made of hot asphalt. 

This is the South, 

where the ground flexes saturated with blood. 

A muscle pressed between moist air and granite: 

decomposing muscle molded from clay. 

A feeling of imbalance and slight nausea when you remember. 
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The roads mark it.

The roads we bicycle later in cutoffs, a dying sun in our 
pumping legs and wet bangs that sting our eyes as they 
enter us in turn.

Veins failing to connect,

we cry out:

Santa Frida! 

Descend and make us lines!

Ordain us art, 

pinks and teal globs.

I’ll be your smudge,

Your bit of paint!

Rub us into texture that still holds 

the whorls of your fingertips:

this once.
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But no.

We fall over. 

We overthink.

We shit and eat.

And find ancestry along other routes 

while the silent figures nap,

fluorescents dim,

as, in the basement, 

we dip into—

water mixing, loose stone, 

dripping words: 

a moist language.

Language that transversely beckons

along the sidewalk

across the way:

skin glinting want. 
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These are architectural blueprints of a written animal, snarling. 

 
Emerging, it lies in the laps of citizens. 

A water-birth into language. 

 
Connective tissue grows from mouth to mouth

when, in the video, NourbeSe says: 

lan, 

lan,

lang, 

language, 

l/anguish,

anguish…
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Mine.

But not mine. 

This land and this body where I put myself on sale. 

And the revulsion of 10,000 eyes.
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A woman in the back ignored me: 

“Give me your blood! 
Send me a parcel of your hair. 
For my alter. 
My desire.  
You were there in pages left open for me. 
You were present at my first disgrace.” 

The walls began to tilt as

the woman: behind me, her voice carrying in song, away 
from the space we brought close by shared breath. 
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“Sentences wrapped my wracked body to the masthead 
you  
wrote into existence.”

Kneeling on the floor behind me. 

Hands pressed against the grain of rough 

hewn boards. 

“Send me there to enter the mud. 
Written on the floor in charcoal: see, these marks?”

Pleading,

I was too afraid to turn, 

My body holding me in disgust. 

For a time.
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This woman is not my mother,

and this appeal:

an impossible demand.

Evocations of shame

lured me back out,

waking.

Into lines drawn by steel.

Wishing for a floor to kneel on,

back turned towards the light.
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Entering my mother, I invented an architecture.
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Under the floorboards, the body is not a heart. 

I thought it was a hatchet. 

The chairs along the wooden floor imitating a freeze.

With a hatchet, I could fuck this floor up. I could hack 
a hole through which to pull him, up into her warmth. 

That’s extreme, he says. At the edge, the side streets of 
letter-witches like dirty angels intimating your shoos. 
Your hounds and pshaws. Your neglect of crises.

What’s under the floor lies likewise immersed in mud. 
A nest of pale threads. Air patterns fickle there: a shirt 
might heave, or else hair, or else skin. 

Because the need to touch anathema, 

these withered hands. 

 
In the dream, a dream of dormers: magazines: a bed. 

Here, light turns in on itself and off. 
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When, in dreaming, we evoke genetic combinations, 

ectopic advantages or woe. 

As if cut glass entangled in fur. 

Consider this body

a test in endurance. 

An unwanted member.

A prayer for your removal lines the walls of ranch-style 
houses across the land that gave you limbs. 

Parts to lean on.

Desires to hush out bodies in extremity. 

How they want us to feel

stuck

in the dark light of the refinery.
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Sitting in a chair at the foot of your mother’s lung: 

in collapse, 

inescapable. 

To wrap the excess skin around your torso and breathe for her. 

The weight imperceptible. 
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We were a room once they inhabited for a time.

Find a way down into earth.

Some words are too sore, 

some photographs

settled and magnified

tarnished from inception

repeating, his hand on mine.

But ignore this, enter soft bits

for the finest cuts

later sold on shelves

too tall for our sweating grasp. 
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Still,

I lay bricks in the dirt, 

formed body in the unformed, 

heavy bit by heavy bit.

Still

in the unknowing.
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The hatchet.

Give me the hatchet:

red clay walls

and heavy air. 

This cellar.

Down here.
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The rooms begin to spin:

accelerate,

not extending my body

but holding it taut. 

Made to contain limitless rebuffs—

a hieroglyphics of the flesh 

of the colored,

the queered,

what cannot be consolidated 

but compounded with most interest. 

We attempt to scratch each off—

itemized deductions of inherited fracture

twined along skin

to replace the lungs with metal

two-dimensional projection along the sheetrocked paint.

Who’s allowed to person.

Who’s allowed to elevate,

arising,
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in supersession of a viscera now sacred.

Watch what happens live when sucked in

made transparent with walls

washed out its marks

and those 

unwashable, 

unwhiteable, 

left outside the door.

To enter
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and see two bodies upright on a grid. Lit from below. 
A shadow on the ceiling, itself a grid. The shadow is a 
cross section of shoulder and torso. The shadow is darker 
depending on the thickness the body makes it. The race of 
the shadow and the organs of the shadow and the gender of 
the shadow and the flesh of the shadow as it obstructs. The 
room gives no mention, attached to its inherent distaste for 
contrast. 
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Thrust in void.

In rooms, 

voices carry further than their limit. 

In the yard, among heaps of cement, to utter  
 
fashions other forms, arising as anthills.  
 
 
We cannot see this as real, not admitting other logics. 

To believe in causation one can never upend

and harshness within an inverted spotlight.

From us:

hills beyond the walls.
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The way hips protrude like unabridged sentences. 

Scarred edifices built through language,

these walls

and those contained.

We mark articulation as duration and only backwards 

construct a limb. 

In putridity. 

In intense light.

Making way for the fine prick

of disregard 

amid the wave of surging rhythms tight chests tickled 
body now chapped knees dinner bell and hops along the 
fence fat toes chills over beach sun laying casual eyes 
along your side in tan against the red of a towel found 
months before an unmarked box in dirt and each faux-
democratic yaaaaas in a white wave of cheers along pink 
streets made for marketing.
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On skin we see an urban topography predisposed to 

segmentation and disregard. 

Our insistence: a bone compass. 

Proceeding, rooms emerge. 

Economies that tendril and fasten down

but a scattering

I

but a crossing   limbs,

and the institution of watching  limns, 

and rights and rituals keep  limbs

taught, 

skin recedes when touched 

or thickens

at the sight of social cruelty.
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Floors words form transmit more than techne,

an outline that precludes race and privilege.

Remonstrance dictated at birth.

The horizon is a straight white line through our eyes. 

To turn and make oblique. 

Whether it will last

or vanish in black-robed speech.

Structures leave marks on bodies carried for years. 

Whether chosen or chosen for—

To enter
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towards a figure in a chair: slouching. Shadows cross the 
wall. A pendulum staining wallpaper. This is your mother. 
This is your great-grandfather. See the color of their skin. 
The way folds along wooden arms become manic when 
touched. Vibrate and shine. What vibration from which tone? 
As if one could feel in aura the many constellating origins. 
The tears the shades make become tonally awry: they push 
buttons in haste to keep each color fast.
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I do not move. 

Mother-lung breathing. 

Breaking glass proves nothing, only:

objects become smaller versions of themselves.

And skin—

pulse between fingertips. 

Intensities in colors

sitting side-by-side.

To enter
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a room devoid of walls. Encasing instead an airy container. 
Footprints delineating space. Outside another form of push-
back. They laid dark bodies to register transition, harsh 
histories of flesh, but we demand mobility. Drafts form from 
movements concurrent and flickering, as if faulty lightbulbs. 
Bars along windows hovering over missing molding. To 
demand in echo. Ours absent, echoic.
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Sequences. 

To notice these rooms. 

To register the telescoping of foreshadowed news. 

Entering that alters

when in the thrown light of

me

and media.

The helpless witness of pain

Alerted by a tinkling of chimes.

To enter
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and see mirrored strips in the walls tightened against space, 
neon yellow lights covering basement ceilings floors walls 
for no shadow no sensation and darkness under the bed—all 
obliterated. His his form, standing. And what of desire? 
And what of the lines graphing overhead? 

To enter
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and witness a slow pan across the windowed room: the chair 
takes hours to appear. Blurred figure weary of constant 
attention. Grey walls. Flags and banners. Grey floor. Lawn 
picnics. Grey bars. Killing black destroying brown bodies 
in wait in the dark in the grey in the shadow of colors flying 
airborne shaping hearts in clouds of red and gold. 
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I stand against a wall crushing my face into soft plaster. 

Fingers across rips of wallpaper. Edges turned, unraveled, 
disintegrate at each thin touch. Old paper knows what 
it’s like to receive. Whose hands crave whiteness in 
surfaces already pitted and marked. Paper feels the pulse 
of. Aching itself to last—

Others in other postures

I could never fathom

in ancestry

chained to my own. 

Rhythms chained to our own

deluged when even the sandwich man

down the block

cannot look us in the face. 

To enter
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and feel momentum keep rooms wandering. Blown around 
curves the way leaves twirl. Flipping regains semblance. 
Nose here, eyes above thin cheeks. Constant refreshing 
online. Torn skin collects like boxes. Sweating clay walls, 
seeping under floors, the body is not a heart, unable to 
recognize the face—yours in the lineup—a savage glow 
behind mirrors, darkening as they turn.  
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Red. 

Volent.

I—
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They hang walls. A drop ceiling. Floorboards attached to 
hydraulics. Behavior-obscuring wires, cyclical levitations, 
the bringing out of taped boxes only to replace them again 
unopened. A wisp. I do this. I do this in rooms that span 
unbroken towards the horizon. I do this in erasure. I do this 
learned how to do this as a child. I do this and extend this 
unaware of harsher climates. I do this and hurt you. I do 
this and want to undo this. I do this and apologize. I do this 
and still do this in exchange for an anemic future.
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I stand in front of a room. 

Since perception remains harsh my eyes are closed. 

Not that violence will occur through the act of sight

seeing doesn’t make the murder happen

but afterwards, anxious. 

Small bits of nail or splintered wood inflect the organ, sated,  
these walls, stuck like language. 

Electronic newspapers; flashed headline.

An emergence

as neural pathways form to transmit:

I am not the wall I lean on—

I am not edifying language.

That exhausting, tyrannic, unscalable, chromed, 
whitewashed, unblemished, unmarked wall.
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The first extraction.

To rise and exit.

To cut other routes.

The shadow of the wall

sinking in mine revolving 

away. 

To enter
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and see three figures. Between each pair, arms held up as 
if resting on shoulders dividing them. They formed an M in 
space severed by lines. One fist was called empire—the other, 
state. Each forward movement towards these lines caused 
them to adjust, marking their way in grey streaks through 
the dirt. Soon, this M became still, edified in failure, and 
the lines, curious of their stasis, began to inch towards them, 
hoping to illicit a response. The M remained unmoved, and, 
as cracks formed in its figure, the lines lingered underfoot, 
catching the pale sand as it fell. 
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Turning, to say:

my mother’s lung is not an architecture.

My mother who kept me.

Her champion warmth.

No, these rooms are sociopathic.

These rooms are not my family.

These rooms, closing in, the fight I can’t muster. 

She’s in the eyes that love their own.

Until the day.

Until we crouch. 

Until we ‘transversely beckon.’

Until we look for other longings

and, divested,

stop whispering:

these rooms were built with intense care, 

but always not for us.

Or else, stop breathing.
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Short hair-like ferns grow readily in corners. 

Water floods the floorboards. 

Wetted, 

they turn parquet. 

Sunlight in its traverse leaves a burned, 

elongated cylinder. 

The figure scoops the ashen remnants, 

spits,

and gets to work: 
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2 Terroirs

The place in which I’ll fit will not exist 
until I make it.

 —James Baldwin
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  It is a political and legal term concerning the 
           relation between sovereignty, land, and 
                           people : work, we all know, 
       the conduit above all to turn apple into  
       gold, tree to profit.

       It enables new functions to erupt and new 
                                                 forces to regroup : buildings and corners
       and edifices, a mixture of asphalt and  
                       parchment, crepe around empty rooms,  
       small encasements in chests left open, a  
       complete account of ministers and rats, 
       false eyelashes and farms.

           It cannot be assumed to have remained 
  unchanged as strategies toward it morph into 
        tactics : one can expect  
       cities that multiply stack 
       towards exposure.

                                     It is artistically inscribed : a table 
       of mute objects, suits set to wander, 
       a mess.

   It operates according to a double imperative:  
  a proprietorial relation to a piece of the earth  
             and a qualitative relation to properties 
                             unleashed or newly available : they rescind 
       their contracts and set to spinning a  
       lifelong dependency; the people, 
       aggrieved. 

     It is not merely land—a political-economic  
     relation of property rights—although this is 
    clearly important : cities 
       meet along side streets, charming,
       dark, and wet; along these cities
       assembled uneasily room to wander, but  
       only so far.

Cities that 
multiply 

stack towards 
exposure
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SANGRE. 

Y la tierra no tiene las respuestas, the Oaxaqueño whispered 
that rooftop pre-dawn dance-club morning. Above a city along 
the dunes. Below a border. Adjacent to a darkening tide.
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AND ROOMS BECOME HOUSES WE INHABIT 
FOR A TIME. 

Outside, a virtual extension of tree or sand. Along these 
walls. Entered and exited. Navigated every so often by force. 
Kept out, corralled. Penned and expunged. Gatekeepers 
and toll takers at every corner. In what body that might 
gain an entrance. Nowadays, in town or city, dry or moist, 
surrounded by defense, invisible or otherwise. 
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IT BEGAN IN A DIORAMA. 

Work, we all know, the conduit above all to turn apples into 
gold, words to profit. Buildings and corners and edifices. 
A mixture of pitch and parchment, crepe around empty 
rooms, small fabrics in chests left open, a complete account 
of presidents and royalty, false eyelashes from the strip mall. 
In this way, we expect cities that multiply stack towards 
exposure. Neighborhoods redrawn to keep you at bay. 
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THEY RESCIND THEIR CONTRACTS, 

this culture of rooms, and set to spinning a lifelong 
dependency; the people, aggrieved. No more words to suture 
the abstracted ‘people’ and the people themselves—uneasily 
assembled. Room to wander, but only so far, aligned along 
drainage systems that web across plains and forests and 
desert hills. Occupation causes concern for those moving 
in. Soil forced to desert its own settling. 
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THIS IS NOT THE SAME AS THE DOWNWARD 
PULL OF TIME. 

A sentence knows the downward pull of time: it receives and 
dissolves. Instead, the city meshes harsh words with contours 
of bodies and eyes that, voiceless, construct streets with no 
exit. Lines that allow flow in only one direction. Lines that 
clog. Peer down this alley:
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LIGHTS FROM THE CORNER STORE FLICKER 
HIR FACE. 

Think of the shock of color on a black and white film set. 
Shades of grey flash the face, the figure in a corner, bar lights 
swinging over pool tables: and yet, on set, resonant blues 
and reds. And here, hir face, wet, not making purple but 
hitting the skin and intensifying. We all have an aversion to 
primary colors sequencing out of order. Spinning. Releasing. 
What is this measured distance, what is this color, horn-
heavy, musk and reproach sliding in, a mark, this place, 
and sie, a hive in a suit? Evoking a dead end. Color rises 
from cities where rooms leave traces of dissent. A colorless 
cough during negotiations.
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CORNERS MAD AND CONVOLUTED, AND 
THE SPACE BETWEEN, SACRED. 

Xe can say the word ‘sacred’ and evoke a politics. Rasp of 
acceptance but “no, we must feel out all levels of knowing: 
not just what’s been said—and to whom.” To dislodge ennui 
attached to daily life like miming. Too easy to make us 
criminals. To ease picking us off. 
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“YOU’RE FUCKING INSANE, AND WHAT’S 
WORSE, LAZY,” AN ATAVISM TURNED IN ON 
ITSELF AND RABID. 

The city allows certain citizens to remain along routes; 
otherwise, they’re caught ‘cross lines in the soil. Back turned 
toward the weight. None of them native: immigrant bodies 
revolve in red and blue neon lights buzzing from wall-fixtures 
along the street. Pursuit, where color blinds leave patterns 
impossible to ignore. And us, invisible until use retreats. 
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WE HOPE DAILY TO WITNESS COLLAPSE.

Hir sidelong glance a red flash not fire but fading sun against 
the rough surface of glass. And in the street a form, upright 
against the sun, shoveling ash along brick byways. A pale 
on the horizon that begins to bend. Workers covered in soot, 
leaving impressions of shoulders during cigarette breaks along 
these stucco walls. 
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POTS LEFT EMPTY. 

“A disagreement,” xe says, “of course, purely academic…” 
Smiles catch around the table littered with bottles and 
ashtrays made of bent tin. Window conversations, staccato-
timed duress while likewise torn guidebooks burn along stone 
walls. “Sie always returns to the diplomacy of a receding 
line,” washing the coffee grounds from the bottom of a 
lemon yellow mug. 
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ANOTHER DISCOTHEQUE DANCE PARTY

as the worker sweeps a simple and unified movement, a 
repeated arc along the dusty culvert. Striations of ash along 
the curb.
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INTERNAL MOTIONS AS THE CONVERSATION 
BEGINS TO SEETHE:

They rise against the surface, when a transcription of an 
event leaves it lifeless, limp evidence to an emotional crime: 
how to prove in this soft world when you gracelessly sink, 
and stars between ridges swing past, circling. But the tone is 
an earthquake, and its tremors, up to now a massage in their 
subtlety, hint a stronger rage.
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A BREATHER IN COOL STREETS.

In reverse: they lean in the alley, drinks crowding the 
sidewalk as smoke creeps under closed curtains. Amid 
refuse, a chained fence. Edged cities near the bay now 
dry and smooth. To make a space bodies crossed by lands, 
missions. None their own. Ships in the night. In absence, 
they created glitz. An event: an embrace. Booty calls and 
high fantasy. Work me, goddammit! Hard French kisses. A 
honey-smooth sound system. Something: sensations. Tiaras 
and chili dogs. Staying gold. “One more round of rarity!” 
Breaths sui generis. 
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ZE WANTED TO KEEP THE STORM AT BAY AND 
THUS ENTERED INTO LAW, 

mixing idolatries with bound structures, a golden ram with 
police logs, social media analytics and the asymmetry of eyes.
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WORK THE WAY WALLS RISE AND SIEGE 
AGAINST THE SURGE, HIR CLOTHES PINNED 
AMONG THE FLAGS. 

Set in its path, a deep moisture purple in building-cut light. 
Up west, waves along the stone walk. Bring the sharp edge 
of a broken window to every sit-down meeting in this dry 
desert town. For protection. For peeling skin when chapped 
or roughened by high-wind sand. The stumble home. Every 
evening wrapped in critical gauze. Each sentiment spoken 
as if truthful to the point of breaking. 
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WE WERE TOLD TO FEAR THE MESSIAH

as our attachment to this land sticks; cracked and leaking. 
Dread evoked in incessant theorizations—rolling warm and 
cold residues of actions leave impressions. Configured for 
distant benefits—further away. The distinction of saying: 
“further away.” Giving up giving way to a queer art of hope. 
An exuberant rawness. 
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A BREATHING DOWN THE NECK, AS WIND 
BETWEEN EMPTY HILLS.

Sie loses interest except in contortions of flesh evoking ten 
thousand year histories of how to dumb down color to a 
pigment a skin a breath a rhythm a mocking tone a stink eye 
glance a look away a shifted leg discoloration strips along 
sidewalks and the mouth you wear repeats the dirt in echo 
held in scrapes. 
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LOW WAVES IN THE ABSENCE OF BIRDS. 

“Of course,” xe says while passing the bottle, “this century’s 
another dark age. If the bird in the tree were mine, I’d 
teach it English and let it read to me our fake history.” 
Music along the storefronts upsets as it progresses until 
they notice its tracing edge cutting angles in the crowd. “It’s 
hedging its bets,” ze demurred along the sill. Tinged with 
fear, “neutrality an added and savage appendage.” The 
rail, likewise, under brush. Sedate, hir witness, “and the 
oiligarchies ranching along our every edge.” As if the night 
were a vicious animal, a predator of theirs.
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IN OTHER CITIES, THEY WERE SIMILAR, 

squat apartments above streets, sweepers in early dust, 
holes, a strategy, and a twitch of fingers along the wooden 
beam. Saltimbocca in the windows and pepper spray.  
Each night not one to participate even as crowds in dark 
crinoline encroach. A marshal cadence bounces insidiously 
off awnings. Because the earth, in its twirl, lacks the energy 
to continue dying. Language keeps em from scattering. They 
write, “to occupy is to receive sustenance and to exercise 
violence.” While inside, a rounded corner has been shaped 
for a different style inhabitant. A less obtrusive silhouette. 
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THEY WILL WONDER WHO WE WERE, WHAT 
SCENTS WE WORE AND SPILT TO LEAVE 
SUCH A STAIN. 

They make a pact, stand boxes on stairways to catch 
intruders with sound, pour whiskey libations until holes 
form in the hardwood. Light along rooflines blacks out in hir 
haze, until a mound is laid, lit from within. Combinations of 
sketches line the dwelling in an obscure and holy language. 
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A LETTER LEFT ON THE SIDEBOARD: 

When you wave your hand in front of me I can feel your 
shadow across my leg. I can also hear gravel-throated 
birdsong. Did your hand conjure, or is there a relation 
between desire and the displacement of light? 
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AFTERNOON BREEZES SEQUENCED WITH 
CALM. 

Sie claims hir home territory not through pissing but by 
hanging bits of string from rafters, imitating soft icicles warm 
to the touch. Resembling streams of urine from gutters, 
plummeting. Rivulets. On the balcony, an abridged version 
of a meadow inside a cedar box, red with the oil of handling. 
Petite bluegrass, dwarf nettles. Bonsai spruce tinted teal 
along its distinct edge. The smoke of hir cigarette fogs the 
plain. When xe arrives, stew set on the sideboard and tortillas 
in a shallow ceramic bowl. A cuddle later as lights fade 
behind sheeted glass. 
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FAILING LIGHT UNNOTICED. 

Hands in photographs and hands above chests and hands on 
crossed legs draped over the table catch red and blue light like 
currency. A ceiling, wet walls, limbs on the mattress, hey—a 
hand across forehead, a head turn, another unfamiliar view, 
tracks, deep bass, yet still they knew each other’s look in such 
disguisable rouge—hey. A distant hollow boom shakes the wall-
hanging cowls: violent events that must stay beyond language. 
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Artifice, 

xe knows, 

another type of longing,

another form to tremble near. 
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3 Manqué

The worst injury is feeling you don’t 
belong so much

to you—

—Claudia Rankine
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Against daylight; an acacia strikes the evening sky in a scrape that 
resonates along the low ridge; mist in the arroyo; cool earth. Dry. A 
weathervane caught in a clump of grass, thin beige of desiccation, turns 
purple as each night ends. The horizon: pale in sedimental drift. The 
tidal pull of sand. 

That beige, that acacia—what is the phenomenology of shame? Sand 
laps against the threshold: a wind entrance. Above, loose contours of 
a house in exile. The gaps in slat walls set the sky to streaming as rocks 
that hug rusted blades emerge towards an early sun. 

Underfoot, a cooling shade—Manzanita, slate. Iron tables lean into 
the breeze exposed among thick piles of fur. A streaking blindness 
follows the ridge, cupping an encroaching form in transit along the 
stunted pines, a figure that, in triangulating light, shifts from yellow 
to orange to red in alabaster sheen. Iron tables lean into the approach, 
multiplying its motion in miniature against the sand. 

°

The body stopped turning when the fan stopped turning when I 
did. Overhead, track lighting cast shadows of our stillness across the 
parquet floor, weaving a mauve and yellow twill towards and under the 
cracked molding. Tarnished—white. To follow that twill towards and 
under the cracked molding one would have to be a creature. A creature 
that gnaws. 

What is the  
phenomenology  
of shame?
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He, then.
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Words wrapped around empty space to contain 

a figure. 

He might not be precarious in his appearance: 

a red velvet dress, smudged mascara. 

Men in the outskirts controlled the way he formed. 

His dress. 

They took him. 

In contempt.

I searched for him,

an immense sun setting, obscuring my line of sight. 

Humans were everywhere. 

Spread on the ground. 

Sentimental mounds fanned out further; 

seeping darkness. 

A situation un-enterable as

objects separated from their surroundings, 

but surprisingly, 

not in horror. 
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I looked for an advocate, 

someone wearing red feathers, 

a vest of dark clouds, 

but every face turned down, 

messaging other cities. 
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He was my escape, 

my entrance into another where we covered each surface 

with talismans, images 

too bright for the wall and a ceiling hung low. 

Couched away. 

Away from tight streets in a darkness that touches. 

Digital extensions penetrate 

but can here

be flicked off. 

Goat hoof. 

Metallic heart. 

St. Phanourios. 

Psychic TV wolf crucifixion. 

The strange old man. 

Las calaveras. 

Bunkering a type of sidestep. 

Blending in that sharpie horizon.
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In these walls, these glinting shields,

we see a network.

He and I attempting to convalesce

in onslaught. 

But the network is the onslaught

and the cleanup necessitated at its end. 

While glints rebuke, 

receded against declension, 

numbers that infinitize

the chrome of empire. 
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We read about fishing and hunting customs 

which confirm that bones of prey are honored 

by returning them to the wild 

to assure continuance of the species.

I promised to treat him likewise, as

wastewater stabilization ponds take effluent from streets 

and themselves lose form. 

His receiving body itself 

dissolved.

I retain pressure to follow him vibrate. 

Young revulsion felt on skin.



Once, 

the room fell sullen as if shades suddenly drawn. 

Some became histrionic, while he, 

dark child, 

no stranger to the strife of an unfamiliar view, 

began to recite: 

“ 
—.”

A childhood rhyme for no one.

Stretching through the body to this inaccessible moment 

at odd times, 

at the toilet, 

hitting on a stranger at the bar: 

unnerved.



In this way, he invited children’s songs in the alley. 

A redness into sky. 

A bridge: to investigate the passage of small objects—

a blue ribbon 

or frothy, brown film.  

Becoming smaller not an option. 

We cannot re-write this space. 

This century’s indeterminacy, 

a couple’s retreat. 

The future we were promised now a daily dose of 
nostalgia. 

This historic crush, 

as someone whispers: 

“It’s invisible and will be gone, without feeling, 

centuries to come.”
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I hold his rejected body in a daily ritual, 

knee to knee. 

The cold unremitting, 

but inside 

excessive color bleeds against the snow-covered meadow 

and even electricity cannot slip in, 

even laws on repeat stay clear. 

This touch of reconciliation on himself. 

He who calls himself Cassandra,

tending towards the suppleness of future decay.
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Coworkers and passersby 

hostile in their approach,

infantile in slight rejections of

who knows when and where. 

To forget the enemy

and the slaughter of our many selves

as we practice

backing up.
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And what is this fucking shithole world

and what is this fucking shithole empire

and what is this fucking shithole demand.
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And where is this fucked-up revolution no one wants

and where is this fucked-up apotheosis we dream

and where is this fucked-up space we seek.
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This dark age.

This corporeal dread

to not just complain

but act

as the earners

that we are

as small as we are

shift slightly this dinosaur swarm

under such immense, monolithic sky.
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And Fred says maintain false pretenses.

And NourbeSe says make a ritual for the dead.

And Alexander says find the post-apocalyptic now. 

And Hortense says read the flesh.

And Thomas says pray and resist. 

And Claudia says notice the rage.

And James says auto-sacrifice. 

And Omise’eke says remember the ocean. 

And Melissa says trace the horizon.

And Bhanu says enter the mud.
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And I hear let’s enter again a language

 
pre-soot yet grimed in 

 
its inevitable always. 
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The rational conversation circling

a body within 

strain.

A rainbow of blood

from my mouth to yours. 
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From the earth

crushed and re-crushed 

us hovering 

to listen.
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How exit Western Progress—

How walk backwards blindly into a ruthless place— 

How carve out solace—

How turn away from it all—
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The slap worn daily.
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See smudges of ash along the cement walk.

Notice fingerprints and bruises. 

Glimpse the smudged culvert.

Note the smudged walls. 
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And then, you see a light note against the wall:

a light: panic lighter than light,

a color: horror without color,

the un-insipid, calm of un-
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a face emerges,

scarred in rush towards

mouth open to swallow and 

take— 

a warmth, an inner mouth, our mass.

An animal as it cries,

your body 

wrenched and held 

aloft on hot breath.

I holding his body

wrenched and held aloft

on hot breath.

Rising up 

out of darkness

he holding mine

into this— 
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Covered 

and

recovered

marks 

us both

left in stain.
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